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Abstract--Using R. Bellman's invariant imbedding techniques, we are able to solve certain time-dependent 
scattering matrix equations. In the process we develop the concept of nonpredictive operators and use 
the properties of groups generated by unbounded operators. Our main result is that a dissipative system 
has no critical point and thus a unique global scattering solution exists. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The principle of invariant imbedding, developed by Bellman [1-3], has had a great impact 
on both mathematics and its applications. The principle has been used in physical systems 
associated with the names Ambarzumian, Chandrasekhar, Bellman, Kalaba, Wing, Ueno, 
Redheffer, Wang, etc. A historical summary can be found in Refs [4-6] and is not repeated 
here. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that Bellman's principle also has essential application to 
nonpredictive operators in time-dependent dynamic systems. A physical process is called dynamic 
when a disturbance impinging on an obstacle is time dependently reflected or transmitted in space. 
The disturbance, for example, may be quanta, wavefronts or particle intensities, which propagate 
through the obstacle. Under the principle of invariant imbedding it is assumed that an obstacle's 
local properties of reflection and transmission are not only invariant with respect to its inputs and 
outputs, but also do not depend on the medium in which the obstacle is imbedded. Indeed an 
obstacle's local reflection and transmission properties are often determined as if it were imbedded 
in free space. 
In many applications the reflection or transmission operators in a time dependent 
dynamic system are integral operators on a Hilbert space, H, with the following interpretation: 
f(x,y; T~, T2) measures the contribution at time, T~, of a disturbance at T2. Thus the output at 
Ti is 
u(y, T,)= f(x,y; Ti, T2)u(x, T2) dT2, 
where u (x, T2) is the input at T2 is in the Hilbert space of inputs upon which the operator-functions 
act. The physical interpretation suggests that f(x,y; T~, T2)= 0 for Tl ~< T2. 
f(x,y; Tl, T2)=0, for T, ~< T2, (1) 
i.e. the observed output is unaffected by later inputs. 
A more useful formulation of equation (1) is due to Redheffer and Wang [7]. The pair (f, g) is 
nonpredictive if 
wheref=f(x,y; Tj, 7'2) and g =g(x,y; TI, 7"2) are elements of L(H, H). This definition is not 
equivalent to the physical formulation (1) of nonpredictivity, but is, in fact, less restrictive when 
applicable. It plays an essential role in time-dependent dynamic systems as we shall show. It should 
be observed that operators in the stationary case are always nonpredictive. 
Besides using the properties of nonpredictivity oestablish solutions of time-dependent dynamic 
systems, we show that global solutions exist for the dissipative case. 
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2. FORMULATION 
Let 
be a time-dependent scattering matrix with entries, bounded linear operators and elements of 
L (H, H), H = Hilbert space. Where t and ~ are, respectively, forward and backward transmission 
operators, and P and r are forward and backward reflection operators, x and y, - Qo < x <~ y < oo, 
are spacial variables, and Tl and /'2, • < T~, T2 < fl are time variables. The time-dependent 
scattering matrix has the following property: 
(x, T1) ] = ' T2)J' (3) 
output input 
which u, v ~ H. The following integral interpretation is used, for example, 
tu = t(x, y, Tl, T2)u (x, T2)= t (x, y; r,, /'2) u (x, r2)dT2. (4) 
Here the "summation convention" is used. The joint repeated time variable T2 is integrated from 
to ft. In this paper we assume that any pair of operator entries in S is nonpredietive. 
It is well known that in the stationary case, S has generator 
see Refs [5, 6]. For the time dependent case S is associated with the generator 
b - # ~-~ a 
M(z, T~) = ~ , x <~ z <~ y, (5) 
c d - ? ~--~ 
where scalars # and ? are propagation constants in forward and backward directions, i.e. in u or 
v directions. We shall interpret, 
and r -~+-~2r=O,  (6) r~ 
in the operational sense. Indeed if equation (6) is multiplied on the right by f it becomes 
c3f. c~r. 
which is the definition of nonpredictive operators. The time-dependent scattering matrix satisfies 
the nonlinear operator equation, see Wang [8], 
- - -  S = C + SB + DS + SAS, (7) 
8x 
with C = M~2, B = Mt~, D = M22 and A = M21, where  M e are obtained f rom M by replacing all 
elements not in the ith row and j th column by zero operators. 
Equation (7) is a compact form of the physical interpretation. Indeed, equation (7) includes the 
backward reflection operator equation, 
t~r c~r c~r /'~ 
+ ? (x)~--~--]~(x)~-~ = c(x; TI, T2)+ J~ d(x; Tt, T)r (x;  T, T2)dT 
+ f~ r(x; T~, T)b(x ;  T, T2)dT 
+ I ~ t ~ r(x; T,, T)a(x; T, T')r(x; T', T2)dT' dT. (8) 
h 
J~ J~ 
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Many cases of technical interest are included in equations (7) or (8). For example, Wing's 
time-dependent transport model for rods and slabs [4], Rosseland's equation for radiative transfer 
through a moving medium [9], Wang's extension of Chandrasekhar's equation [10], Presisendorfer's 
time-dependent principle of invariance [11] and Bellman et aL's work on scattering of light in a 
moving boundary [12]. 
3. PROPERTIES  AND SOLUTIONS 
To study the properties of equation (7) and its solution, S, we need the following. An ordered 
pair (p, r) is called admissible if there is a resolvent p eL(H, H) such that 
p = E + ppr. (9) 
It can be shown (p, r) is admissible if and only if (r, p) is admissible. In particular let Pl and r2 
be associated with St and $2, respectively, then St*S2 is well-defined, see Ref. [8], if (p, r2) is 
admissible. If St * $2 is well defined then the .-product is strongly continuous under II II. 
Certain impedance properties of interest are developed [10]. The right-impedance of k on S is 
defined by 
R(k ) = p + tkpr, (10) 
where p is the resolvent of (r, k). The left-impedance of k on S is 
L(k) = r + ~kqt, (11) 
where q is the resolvent of (p, k). 
If [ISII ~< 1 and IIr II < 1 (or lip II < 1) then IIR(k)ll ~< 1 (or IIL(k)ll ~< 1) whenever Ilk II ~< I, 
where the II II is the sup norm. This has application to the solution of equations (7) and (8) with 
any initial condition, k, and II k II ~< 1. The conditions II S II ~< 1, II r II < 1 guarantee that the solution 
lies in the unit circle under the sup norm. 
To study further equation (8), we assume that a and c in equation (5) are compact valued 
continuous functions of x. It is shown by Shew [13], that p and r are compact operators on H. 
Let us consider the operator 
~'I = ~l(x, Tt) = e(x, I"1) + e(x), (12) 
with 
E(x, Tt)= c3"-~l 0 (b (x )  a 0 and e (x) = 
0 -? (x ) -~ \ - -c (x)  -d (x )  ' 
where the unbounded operator E(x, Tt) contains #(x), ~, (x) as bounded and continuous calars. 
It is well-known [14] that each E(x) and thus M(x, T1) is closable and densely defined. Identify 
E and M with their closure. 
In addition, in a separate paper by Shew and Wang [15] it is shown that/~r is stable and generates 
the propagation group 
with the properties 
(i) 
(ii) 
S(x,y; Tt, T2) is strongly continuous in x and y; 
for I e H 2, x ~< y then 
~xg I  = Jl~(x, T,) ~1 (13) 
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and in addition, 
(i) r and ~ are Fredholm; 
(ii) for each x, r and ~ have local bounded inverses; 
(iii) ~ is the unique solution of equation (13) with 
0) 
(14) 
We shall show that ~ leads to the unique solution S of equation (7). Using r and ~ of ~, two 
differential-integral equations of equation (13) are 
or o~ + #(x)-z-~-~ = br + aF (13a) 
0-x Oll 
and 
0x y (x )~ l = -c t -  d~. (13b) 
Since r has a local bounded inverse, and tr = E = rt the integral equation rr = ~ can b¢ solved 
for r and for t. To show r is a solution of equation (8), we shall use 
Or OT (r') O I f  =0 =0-~1 r(x,y; Ti, T)r(x,y; T, T2)dT 
f f  [~'~l ] Or r(x,y T,, T) r(x,y; T, T2)dT -ff-~r 
and reference to equations (13a) and (13b), to compute 
( Or Or O?T2) -~  +~(x)~-u(x)  r 
0r 0~'\ 0r 0r 
-- ryx  ~)+~(x)~--~r-~,(x)~-~r 
( f-~) ( ~)  + ' (x) ~-~ r - ~ (x) ~T~ r =r br+a~-#(x)  + cr+d~-~(x) O~ Or Or 
.=(c +dr +rb +rar)r-I~(x) r -~+-g-~r  . 
Using the summation convention and the fact that r is invertible, the desired result follows if (r, r) 
is nonpredictive. 
Using tr = rt = E, and 
=at r Or 
0 Ox +t~,  
we also observe (t, r) is nonpredictive, because 
o=~-~ t(T,, T)r(T, T2)dr= -~-~t(T,, T)r(T, TOdT 
; o [o ] o,o, = t(T,,T)-~-~,r(T, TOdT+ ~t(T,,T) r(T, TO=t-~-~+-U~2r. 
Referring to equations (13a) and (13b), we compute 
( 0 t )  0r 0t ( 0 r )  Ot Ot_#(x).~2 r --#(x) r--t br+ae-#(x)-~2 -#(x)-~2r -~  =t~ 
(0 r  0 t )  = (tb + tar) r - #(x) t "~1 + -~2 r = (tb + tar) r, 
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where r is invertible. We obtain the solution t in equation (13), i.e. 
0t 0t 
tgx Iz (x) ~ = (tb + tar). 
Recall (r, t) is nonpredictive, i.e. 
(15) 
0r dt 
07"2 = -r r. 
We compute 
( _ _  ) ( 0, Ot ) 0, Ot (Ot  Ot ) 
Or = r i l l  r -~-~l = r -~-~l -- r -~l -- r 0T2 O T , r -~+r2r  t - T t t T= r r =0. 
Hence (r,/') is also nonpredictive and r is a solution of equation (8) or the r part of equation (7). 
Similarly, we define 
p = _~r -I z = ? -~r - l~ ,  
where ir, ~,/5, F are as in equation (7). Since (t,~ r) and (r, t) are nonpredictive. We can obtain the 
solution p and r for the remaining equations of equation (7), i.e. 
0p 




+ 7(x)~_z___ = (d + ra)z. (17) 
Ox dl ;  
Details are not presented here. 
In reference to equation (11), let r be a solution of equation (8) and k e L(B, B) with (p, k) is 
admissible, then it can be shown that the impedance L(k) is also a solution, as in the stationary 
case. The computation is long but an extension of the stationary case, therefore details are not 
presented here. The condition (p, k) being admissible requires only the condition that II k II -< 1 and 
II S II ~< 1, called the dissipative condition. Since/'is nonsingular, so is t, and [I S 11 ~< 1, implies locally, 
that 
The integral equation 
E>>,p*p+t*t and [[p[[<l .  
w = E + wpk, 
can be solved for the resolvent w ~ L(B, B). By repeating the application of equation (11) and the 
remarks that followed, we can extend the result from local to global. That is, if [[ k I[ ~< 1 and 
IISll ~< 1, L(k) is a solution of equation (14) for all (x,y), -oo  <x <y < ~.  In addition if 
r(x,x;  Ti, 7"2) =0 then L(k) has initial value k. Or we may say a dissipative system, i.e. I[Sll ~< 1 
and [J k II ~< 1, has no critical point and a unique solution exists for all (x, y). 
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